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In the preparation of this paper, an attempt has been made 
to seek out and exhaust al l available sources of information deal-
ing with the cantatas of Domenico Scarlatti . The books and period-
icals consulted have yielded virtually nothing . one of the lead-
ing historical authors , including Burney (! General History of 
Music), Bukofzer (Music in the Baroque Era), and Lang (Music in 
Western Civilization) even mention Domenico Scarlatti a s a campo-
ser of cantatas . Only a fe w of the dictionaries and encyclopedias 
give him passing notice in t his area of composition . The article 
on Domenico Scarlatti found in Larousse maintains that the sacred 
and secular vocal works of his early period are not exceptional 
enough to cause him to be rated above the level of his contempo-
. l 
rar~es . 
Bukofzer considers this composer's works in media other than 
the harpsichord "insignificant by comparison11 , 2 and Dent, in his 
biography of Alessandro Scarlatti, des cribes Domenico's operas 
and cantatas as "devoid of character and interest as Alessandro's 
tiresome toccatas for the cembalo . 113 In his definitive book on the 
1 Larousse de la ·,Iusique , Dictionaire Encyclope'dique , ( Paris: 
Libraire Larousse, 1957), P• 332 . 
2 Manfred Bukofzer, 1· usic in the Baroque Era , (New York: 
W. W. Norton & Co. , 1947), p . 236: 
3 Edward J . Dent, "The Italian Chamber Cantata", in Musical 
Antiquary II , (April, 1911), p . 200 . 
vi 
history of the secular s olo cantata , Eugen Schmitz fails to mention 
the younger Scarlatti at all . ' 
Inf ormation , therefore, in the sections of t his paper dealing 
s pecifically with the cantatas of Domenico, has been drawn from an 
analysis of the works themselves . Pursuit of the manuscripts and 
acquisition of the films was assisted by l istings in Eitner , Groves , 
and Kirkpatrick's biography , Domenico Scarlatti . In cases of dis-
crepancies in biographical data, Kirkpatrick ' s information has been 
used as the authority . he section in Chapter II, dealing with 
some f acts of Domenico ' s life, is based on t his work . Letters and 
film requests were dispatched to the following l ibraries: Be r lin , 
Preussische Staatsbibliothek; Brussels, ~iblioth~que du Conserva-
toire; London, British Museum, King 's 1usi c Library, Libra ry of the 
Royal College of Music; 1unster, Universit~tsbi oliothek; Naples, 
Biblioteca Antoniana; Paris, Biblioth\ que de l'Ars{nal , Biblioth\que 
Nationale; Parma, Biblioteca Palatina; Vienna , Nationalbibliothek; 
Washington , Library of Congress . With t he exc ep tion of Ah l sei 
troppo infelice , edi ted by Lino Bianchi ( i· i l ano: G. Ricordi ~ Co., 
1958) t hi s writer has not located any publ i cations or publication 
dates of thes e canta t a s . 
Chap ter I presents a brief summary of the Italian sol o can-
tata a nd ·contains a s 1ort discuss i on of the charact eristics of the 
works of Alessandro carl a tti . Ita l ian com"J os ers at t he first half 
of t h e eighteenth century, including Aless andro' s son , Domenico , 
a re dealt with i n chapter II . Domenico Scarla tti's so l o can tatas 
vii 
for soprano with continuo alone and with accompanying strings 
comprise the content of Chapters III , IV, and V. Chapter VI pre -
sents a general summary . 
Two sections have been ap p ended : 
(1) A list of cantatas with manuscript sources . 
(2) Transcriptions of the following secular solo can-
tatas for soprano by Don e nico Scarlatti: 
I . V'adoro o luci belle 
II . Selve, caverne e manti 
III . Bella rosa adorata 
IV . Sono ~ ~ tormentata 
V. Se ti dicesse E.!!~ 
VI . Sospendi £ ~ ~ poco 
VII . Ti ricorda o bella Irene 
VIII . Pur nel sonno almen 
viii 
Chapter I 
THE ITALIAN SOLO CANTATA BEFORE 
DOHENICO SCARLATTI 
The word cantata is derived from the Italian word cantare, 
which means to sing, as opposed to sonare, to sound (as i n sona-
1 ta) and ballare, to dance. A solo cantata, then, is a compara-
tively short piece of chamber music for solo voice and basso con-
tinuo. Its text, of pastoral or dramatic nature, is set in a 
series of recitatives, ariosos, or arias. 
The following discussion does not p resume to encompass every 
detail of the history of the cantata, but rather to emphasize 
those aspects of its development which led to t h e so l idification 
of its form -- the form standardized by Alessandro Scarlatti. 
Until the turn of the seventeenth century, the word cantata 
was commonly a pplied to any composition meant to be sung . However, 
around t his time a movement arose which led ultimately to the de-
velopment of the cantata as a specific form of vocal music . Out of 
1 Edward J. Dent, "Cantata", in ol. II, Grove's Dictionary 
of Music and Husicians, Fifth ""'dition. Edited by Eric Blom. ( Ne w 
York: St.~rtin 1 s Press, 1954) , p. 45. 
2 
the stimulation of the intellectual circles in Florence and, par-
ticularly Rome , emerged the monodic style . This reaction to the 
sixteenth century polyphonic school produced pieces composed of a 
recitative-like voice part which was accompanied by a t horough-
2 bass . In creating experiments for intellectual appreciation, an 
emphasis was placed on the declamation of the poetry, generally 
at the expense of musical interest . The style was characterized 
by a soprano-bass polarity; t he bass line supported a vocal line 
which consisted of sustained pitches meant to approximate, as 
closely as possible, the spoken inflection . Examples of this 
type are found in the works of Peri (Varie l'/iusiche) and Caccini 
( Nuove Vusiche) . Peri's "In tu parte" is a predecessor of later 
forms; its three stanzas over the same bass contain arioso sec -
tions separated by ritornelli . It also anticipates the composite 
structure of later works . 3 
A short time afterward, the word cantata was applied to an 
offspring of the monodic style . xecuted by a solo voice and ac-
companied by instruments , this form actually superseded the six-
teenth century madrigal. 4 Alessandro Grandi, in his collection 
of compositions of t his type, Cantade ~ ~ ~ ~ sola (Venice, 
1620) is the first person known to use cantata in such a reference . 5 
2 Willi A pel, Harvard Dictionary of '·'iusic , Cambridge, lvfass .: 
Harvard University ress , 1946), p . 455: 
3 
.!..!?i:..!!• p . 114 . 
4 Dent , ffThe Italian Chamber Cantata", ££ • cit ., P • 145 . 
5 Eugen Schmitz , Geschichte der Weltlichen Sol okantat en , 
(Leipzig : Breitkopf u. H~rtel , Reprint , 1955), p . 52 . 
Formally , these pieces consisted of strophic variations in which 
a freely unfolding melody was set over flmore or less free varia-
6 
tions of the bass ." B~~ofzer emphasizes this significant use of 
the term , since these variations actually foreshadowed the later 
chamber cantata . 
Early vocal forms appeared under various and often confus-
ing titles which were interchanged at will. The use of recur-
rent refrains and literal repetitions, found most often in the 
bass line, as well as repetition of melodies provided means by 
which unity was achieved . A consistent cadential formula, pro-
ducing an inevitable sound, served the same function . 
As one of the earliest composers in the solo cantata form, 
Benedetto Ferrari (15 97 - 1681) probably helped to transplant the 
Roman monody to Venice . In his compositions recitatives were 
altered with metered songs . 7 His contemporary, Pier Francesco 
Cavalli (1602-1676) , incorporated similar small forms in his 
8 
operas . Examples of works of both of these men may be referred 
to in Riemann 's KantatenfrUhling . 
The development of the cantata never deviated far from the 
parallel formal developments in the area of the opera . These 
6Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque ~' ( New York: 
W. W. Norton and Co ., Inc., 194?):-p. 32. 
3 
7Alfred Lowenberg, fiBenedetto Ferrari," in Vol. III, Grove 's 
Dictionary of Husic and 1usicians, .212.• ~. , P • 70 . 
8
schmitz, .212.• ~., P • 96 - 98 . 
4 
early melodies are not very different from those in the op eras of 
Steffani and Caccini. Other similarities are found in the continuo 
madrigals of 1onteverdi, where there is an obvious pulling together 
and fusion of the old polyphonic style with the new interest in 
harmony . 9 This fusion was also an important element in establish-
ing the basis of larger vocal forms -- the op era and the oratorio. 
With the emergence of the bel canto style, between 1630-1640, 
10 
a new era of Italian music awakened . The name a ppended to the 
rising ideal reflected the attitude of those singers and composers 
of the time who devoted themselves first and foremost to the pure 
musical beauty of both the melody and the singing voice. The 
vocal sound was characterized by production of a light, pure tone, 
emphasizing utmost flexibility and control -- all a means to an 
. d 11 express~ve en • This reaction to pure vocal technique so stres-
sed the i mportance of the voice, that eventually the virtuoso ele-
ment again became supreme . The new lyric style brought with it an 
insistence on plain triadic harmony, and with this harmonic simpli-
fication, a gradual differentiation between recitative and aria. 
Just as Florence led in the literary field, 12 so ruled Rome 
in music . In this Roman school, Luigi Rossi (1598 - 1653) is an 
9 Bukofzer, ££• cit., P• 32. 
10 ~·, p . 118. 
11 Giulio Silva, liThe Beginnings of the Art of Bel Can to", 
in Musical Quarterly VIII, (January, 1922), p . 53 . 
12 Dent, " The Italian Chamber Cantata",~·.£!.!., p. 152 . 
5 
exemplary composer of the composite cantata, whi c h has its parall el 
i n the i nstrumental canz ona da sonar . The divisions between reci-
t a tivo secco and aria are clear and t he arias ar e qui te s hort, the 
bel can to melodies often evolving fro m a single motive . 13 Although 
the da capo form is used , it is not fully develope d a s it is fo und 
in the later Baroque can tatas . Rossi's works are particularly 
noteworthy for h i s treat ment of declamation and the power of his 
l . 14 voca express~on . 
Carissimi (1605- 1674) , anothe r product of the Roma n school , 
reveals a sophistication and an exp erimental nature not found i n 
his oratorios . 15 Another composer of t he composite f orm, 16 his 
style of declamation derives from ~ onteverdi; i n t he text setting 
he uses al l forms -- rectiative , arioso, and lyrical melody . 17 
He made use of sequential patterns and cast his c a ntatas in spe-
18 
cific tonalities with formulated modulation schemes . 
Cariss imi also made a distinction between the cantata da 
camera an d the cantata da c hiesa (sacred) . Their development 
13 Buk ofzer , ££ • ~., p . 121 . 
14 Dent , 11 The Italian Chamb er Cantata",££ · cit ., P • 1 8 6 . 
l5 Hugo ' iemann, KantatenfrUhling , II, (Leip zig: Sie gals 
Musikalienhandlung, n . d . ) , pp . 3 - 16 . 
16 Bukofzer, ££• cit ., p . 122 . 
l7 Anthony C. Lewis, 11 Giacomo Carissimi 11 , i n Grove ' s Dictionary 
of 1Iusic and usicians, vol . 2 • •• • P • 71 . 
18 Paul Henry Lang, lusic i n Western Civili zation , ( New York: 
W. W. Norton and Co . , Inc . , l 941J , P • 237 . 
6 
from the conwosite cantata is coincidental with the emergence of 
the instrumental sonata da camera and so nata da chiesa from the 
canzona da sonar. The cantata da camera was intended for perfor-
mance i n the c h a ob er, that is, i n the home, either for personal 
satisfaction or for an intimate gathering of appreciative friends; 
the cantata da chiesa was meant to be performed in the church and 
for sacred festival s and holidays . The cantata da chiesa developed 
into larger forms other than the so l o can tata, i n corporating a 
greater number in the i nstrumental groups and often a ch orus . This 
form reached its peak through the genius of J . S. Bach. The can-
tata da camera, however, remaine d generally in the ~ ~ sola 
dimension and, as has been mentioned before, was always related 
closely to the contemporary op era . 
The texts covered a vari e ty of subjects, ranging from tra-
ditional a morous and pastoral on es to those expressing dramatic 
feelings, comedy, and satire . The proportions of the cantatas 
were small, not unlike the quality of the miniature creations 
popular with the painters of the period. These secular cantatas 
retained the dramatic element of the op era, but differed in being 
shorter and without the advantages of theatrical scenery, costumes, 
and stag e trapp i ngs . his is doubtless on e r eason t hat the can-
tatas often conveyed a musical intensity not p re s e n t in opera, 
which had the support of the stage and its props to assist with 
the dramatization and characterization. 
7 
The form of the cocposite can tata was tak en over by the 
members of t he Neapolitan school . Composers i n t his next gene-
ration were Cesti, Le grenzi, Mazzaferrata, Saviano, Tenaglia, and 
Stradella. Cesti's c antatas are characterized by their lyrical 
melodies and more expansive arioso. 19 As was typical in works 
of t his p eriod, he often used imitation and c ounterpoint inte -
grating the vocal line wit :~ the continuo. The "motto" beginning , 
an "anticipatory statement of the melody by the continuo, has be-
th t t d f f . b . . lt20 come e s ereo ype orm o ar~a eg~nn~ng. 
Although the Bologna school is particularly noted for the 
development of instrumental music, it produced comp osers who 
s hould be mentioned in relation t o canta ta composition . The 
largest portion of works of t his school, however, app ears at a 
l a ter time . 
The cantata of t h e late Baroque, although no t basically 
different from that of the middle Baroque , had developed in seve -
ral formal aspects. Its arias were generally cast in da capo 
form, and its recitatives had acquired greater dimensions and more 
harmonic solidity. Sir Hubert Parry found it strange that the 
11 long -winded11 form s hould have been so "popular · , but he further 
. tl h" h 21 recognized that the quality of composition was cons~sten y ~g • 
l9 Lang, ££• cit., P • 352 . 
20 Bukofzer, ££• cit., p . 1 23. 
21 c. Hubert Parry, The Iusic o f the S eventeenth Century, 
Vol. III of the Oxford HistOry of M~iC,(London : 1 90 2), P • 3 93. 
This form had become music for the connoisseurs, fostered in the 
Roman academies -- musicians' music. 
8 
It must be recalled that the vocalist was the most important 
performing artist of that time. He was expected , indeed required 
to attain a degree of technical facility and an intellectual 
standard rarely seen in present-day counterparts . It was as 
proper f or the singer of the period to apply ornaments and em-
bellishments to the vocal line as it would have been i mpro per 
for him to apply them to the Lieder of the Romantics . The voice 
was ideal for use i n technically advanced chamber music; it was 
the most highly perfected "instrument" and t h e one wh ich could 
produce the greatest amount of variety in tone color. Consequently, 
some of the best Italian chamber cantatas of th e late period are 
treated almost entirely as pure instrumental music . The Greek 
tradition, in which the function of music was to express the poetic 
text, was re-aroused and emphasized in the Renaissance . All of 
these facts supply reasons why the cantata was such a popular 
form of musical co mposition . 
In t h e last quarter of the century, the cantata stil l had no 
sharply defined form . The e~rly cantatas were narrative, but Dent 
asserts that lfthe lyrical element very s oon came in, and by S carlat-
ti's time it was the more important part of t h e compo sition . " Still 
there is always a pretense at a narrative or "dramatic c onologue11 
22 
spoken by a "dramatic p ersonage" . In the early cantatas of 
Alessandro Scarlatti, there are a few cases in which several 
ariosos or arias dire c tly succeed one a~other, using s hort reci-
tative seftions only at the beginning and at t he end . There are 
also examples of two-stanza airs , binary forms, a nd airs over a 
ground . 
The solo cantata reached its peak through the pen of 
Alessandro Scarlatti (1659 - 1725) . 
" ••• Before 1700 he had gathered up all that was the 
best of the tan gled materials produced by that a g e 
of transition and experiment , the seventeenth cen-
tury , to form out of them a musical labguage , vigo-
rous and flexible as Italian itself , wnich has been 23 the fo undation of all music of the classical period . " 
He leads the group of cantata writers as the most prolific com-
poser in t h is form , with more than six h undred pieces . 
Schmitz divides the elder Scarlatti's span of composition 
into three periods : 24 (1 ) Early (1688 - 1703) ; (2 ) Roman period 
(1703- 1708 ) ; (3) Final p eriod (1705- 1725) . In his early works 
9 
Alessandro incorporated all the forms of the monodic compositions . 
Many of his arias are strophic or fall i n to binar y form; ofte n the 
recitative and arioso s e ctions are combined . His harmonic expres -
22 Edward J . Dent , Alessandro carlatti : His Life and Works , 
(London : Edward Arnold Ltd . , 1960), p . 12 . 
23 Ibid., p . 201. 
24 Condensed fro m Schmitz, ££ · cit ., pp . 126- 1 35 , and Dent . 
10 
sion is not y e t fully developed, and may be limited by direct repe-
tition or use of an ostinato figure . Melodies are freque ntly s hort 
a nd angular; sections are often irregular in leng th . 
Out of his Roma n p eriod emerg es a more individual style in 
which he rejects the out - dated monodi c forms. By using the da capo 
form, he expands the a r ia and, conse que n tly, the total l en gth of 
the work . The melody, becoming more important in terms of thematic 
development , relegates the bass to a somewhat more subordi nate po-
sition . His recognition of the i mportance of the text is seen in 
the use and setting of i ndividual words, and in the handling of 
musical repetition . The 11 motto 11 beginning, however, still appears 
quite consistently . 
Finally, i n the last period of his composition , Alessandro 
Scarlatti exhibits h is full individuality . There is a greater in-
tensity of expressio n , especially in his recitatives . His melo-
dies show more variety and sometimes a slight c ontrast in the 
different sections of the da capo arias . An oc casional r hythmic 
contrast is noticed . r he harmonic language becomes bolder with 
the use of experimental and daring sounds : the dominant seventh , 
diminished seventh , augmented sixth , and Neapolitan sixth . A much 
more s o lid feeling for diatonic tonality begins to emerge . In 
settings with string accompa ni ment, the s tring a nd voice parts 
are at times considered equal . 
The recitatives of the final p eriod exhibit a greater a ware-
ness of individual words in the text; these are e mphasized by the 
11 
use of dissonance and word painting . One is aware of a sensi-
tivity and understanding of the poetic line. He uses brief 
coloraturas, and creates concise rhythmic vitality with pauses 
and rests. Set r ecitative formula~ are employed less and less; 
however, the "falling" interval of the fourth remains as a stan-
dard closing. Although free adulation is not totally avoided, 
harmonies become more solid. 
In the stromentato recitatives Alessandro combines the clar-
ity of the secco rec i tative with the semi-lyricism of the arioso. 
Instrumental lines are expressive and complementary and he now 
uses the arioso discreetly, rather than seemingly at random, to 
emphasize the meaning of the text. 
By. now the most frequent aria form is the ~ capo, but its 
use is not stereotyped. The lengths of the different sections 
are varied, allowing for the addition of improvised ornamenta-
tion. The 11 motto11 or "devise" beginning is stil l the r ule ,ra-
ther than the excep tion, but it is more c losely related to the 
text, rendering "affections11 , 25 and occurs with artistic justi-
f . t• 26 J...Ca J...on. 
In the hands of Alessandro Scarlatti the overall f orm of 
the solo cantata beco mes standardized . Generally they are com-
p osed of two pairs of recitative and aria (R A R A)* or simply 
25 4 Lang,££· cit., P • 3 . 
26 Dent,!· Scarlatti .•• ££• cit., P• 191. 
* These abbreviations will be used throughout the paper. 
12 
two arias, separated by a recitative (A R A). The melodies of 
these last cantatas may contain suggestions of pre-classic harmony . 
They often begin on the tonic, establishing the key briefly, and 
then modulate freely. The continuo of these last cantatas contain 
logical motivic development also in the vocal themes. 
The summit of cantata writing was reached with the works of 
Alessandro Scarlatti. In his compositions is seen the full flower-
ing of all the device s of the time. It remains, then, to discover 
where the strains of the solo cantata lead after this climax. 
Chapter II 
ITALIAN CANT.TA COM?OSERS OF THE 
FIRST HALF OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
In the hands of Alessandro Scarlatti the form of the solo 
13 
cantata reached a "high degree of emotional and structural organ-
ization,111 and as an "ideal" form of chamber music the cantata 
died with him . 2 In the first quarter of the eighteenth century, 
emphasis in musical interest turned toward the instrumental forms. 
Vocal music of the late Baroque became less directed toward expres-
sion and more directed toward technical display, following the im-
pulse received from instrumental music. 3 As one tendency reacted 
with another, the solo cantata fell by the wayside. 
As secular vocal music gained a foothold in the seventeenth 
century, the musical center shifted to Naples and remain.ed there until 
the supersedence of the instrumental schools. This is not sur-
prising since in Naples there was established a court which con-
1 Dent, Alessandro Scarlatti,££· cit., P• 41. 
2 ~' p . 204. 
3 Bukofzer, op. cit., p. 239. 
14 
sistently had been and r emained friendly toward the arts, and 
there was an active social life which c onstantly demanded new 
compositions for eutertainmenti Hany of the famous castrati 
were trained in orphanages there . And it is a fact , not to be 
neglected , that Alessandro Scarlatti had established in this Nea-
politan school a tradition of canta ta writing . 
It would be wrong, howev er, to ignore those composers who fell 
into the shadow of t his great leader . Giovanni } aria Crescimbeni, 
in his Storia della Volgar Poesia (first ed . 1698), recognizing the 
cantata as a poetical form, praises especially Giov anni Battista Bo-
noncini, Carlo Francesco Pollaroli, Ziani, and also mentions Fran-
4 
cesco Gasparini , Francesco ~ancini, Antonio Lotti, and Caldara . 
Antonio Caldara (1670- 1738) fi nally set t led in Vienna, where he was 
appointed as s istant director of the i mperial court under J ohann Fux . 
This happened after stays and study in Rome, ilan, Bologna, Hantua, 
Madrid, and Venice, where he studied with Giovanni Le grenzi . Caldara 
extended the A R A form, using as many as three pairs of r ecitatives 
and arias, but still used both the da capo and binary forms and the 
recitative secco . In his graceful lyric writing he also incorpor-
ated contrapuntal techniques . 5 
G. B . Bononcini (1670 -c. 1750), anoth er con temp orary of Alessan-
dro Scarlatti, was an '' inferior musician", but evidently i nfluenced 
4 Dent, "The Italian Chamb er Cantatatt, ~· cit., p . 193. 
5 Karl Geiringer, "Antonio Caldara" in Grove '§. Dictionary ••• , 
Vol. II. p. 19 . 
15 
the master 's first Neapolitan period . Bononcini's compositions , 
although not always refined , were vigorous -- the style which 
appealed to the public ear. A number of h is cantatas were pub-
lished in London . .doth Benedetto J•larcello (168 6-1739) and Emanuel 
D'Astorga (1620-1757) were composers of noble birth. Although 
neither contributed new elements to the cantata form, both of 
them produced pleasing examples in the new sty le. harcello, a 
pupil of Lotti and Gasparini , excels in his recitative settings, 
while his melodies are dry and the over-worked bass tiring. Con-
versely, D' Astorga is at his best in melodic writing . 6 His twelve 
cantatas (Lisbon, 1726) are virtuoso pieces . 
Gaetano Greco, Francesco Fico, dcola :E'ago il Tarantino, and 
Durante are only a few more of these composers . 7 Durante's popular-
ity in his time is attributed to by a conversation Hass e had with 
Dr . Burney , in which Hasse insisted upon the intellectual superior-
S ity of Ales sandro Scarlatti to the more generally admired Durante. 
The compositions of Leonardo Leo (1694-1744) and Leonardo 
Vi nci (1690- 1730) have sometimes been confuse d owing to the fact 
that both of these gentlemen signed their works simply "Cantata 
d. Sig . Leonardo . 119 Both of these men , and particularly Leo, con-
6 Dent, "The Italian Chamber Cantata", ££. • cit., P • 194 . 
7 Edward J . Dent, "Leonardo Leo 11 , in Sar:unelbt!nde der Interna-
tionalen Ausik Gesellschaft , . Vol . 8 (Leipzig: Breitkopf u . t!rtel, 
1907), P • 551 . 
B Ibid. 
9 Schmitz, £E • cit., P • 135 . 
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tributed to the development and expansion of the aria. Some of 
Leo ' s works are patterned directly after the style of Alessandro 
Scarlatti , 10 and use only basso con tinuo accompa n iment; in others 
he employs the new style typical of the younger generation . Scar-
latti's airs generally evolve organically from a small t h eme , 11 
wh ile those of Leo (also inci and Pergolesi) begin to utilize 
two strong~y contrasting subjects, separated often by interludes 
12 
and preceded by a ritornello which anticipates both themes . The 
arias beco me less interes ting and con tain a smaller a mount of mu-
sical material . The melodies are dignified and clear, with logi-
cal harm:onies, and no attempt is made at • omantic expression . 
Grove ' s states that Leo is the first master of the Neapolitan 
school to attain a complete mastery of the modern harmonic counter-
point . 13 He also uses the 11 Venetian lament11 (in 3/2 meter) and 
often an echo effect, and arioso handlin g of the recitative . 14 
Both Leo and ergolesi (1710-1736) used accompanying strings; the 
idea, not a new one , had been used by Stradella and Alessandro 
Scarlatti ; but these composers empl oyed the i nstruments chiefly 
w 8 Helmut Hucke , HKantate, B . Die Italien Kantate im 1 • Jahr-
hundert" in Die t' usik i n Geschichte u . Gegenwart , (Basel: Baren-
reiter Kesser:-1958) , P: 567 . 
11 Dent , "Leonardo Leo", £12. • cit ., P • 551 . 
12 Dent , "The Italian ~halllber cant"tta" , ~· cit . , P • 194 . 
l3 Edward J . Dent , 11 Leonardo Leo" in Grove's Dictionary • • • 
Vol . 5 , ~· ~., P • 133 . 
14 6 Schmitz , £12. • cij . , PP • 135-13 • 
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in the ritornelli, and then gave them a role equal to the vocal 
part. The striig parts of the later cantatas, however , were sel-
dom elaborate, and a ppear theatrical even in Leo's works, despite 
his conscientious handling. 15 
inci, a n other composer at t he court in Naples, also wrote 
op eras in the style of Alessandro Scarlatti . He contributed to 
the broader aria form, writing in the conventional binary form 
and using two sharply differentiated contrasting subjects in the 
A section of the da capo aria. The first mo tive was i n troduced 
in the tonic, and then the second was presented in a related key . 
The first motive was then re-introduced in the new key, followed 
by the sec ond again in the tonic. The f o l l owing pat tern resulted: 
A = a 1 b2 a 2 b1 .• The large B section provided contrast for the 
16 da capo return to A. Using the arioso, like Leo, he also aided 
in the development of the recitative accompagnato, whi c h then be -
came more dramatic.17 
Some can tata writers fol l owing Alessandro Scarlatti were 
Francesco Mancini and Domenico Sarre. 1 8 The Neapolitan, Nicola 
Porpora (1686-1766) should also be considered as a composer of 
l5 Dent , 11 The Itali an Chamber antata", .£12.· ..£1:!., P • 1 95 . 
* These abbreviations for the formal divisions of the aria 
will be used throughout the paper . 
16 Edward J . Dent, "Leonardo Vinci", in Grove's Dictionary 
Vol. 8 , p , 801. 
l7 Schmitz, ££• cit., p . 135• 
18 Hucke, ££ • cit., p. 563. 
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canta tas, although he was the greatest teacher of the famous 
castrati, and most noted for that. His works are dominated by 
a great amout of virtuoso detail, requiring an extremely facile 
technique. 
As well as native Ital ians, there were many composers from 
northern continental Europe who travelled to Italy to absorb the 
intangible aura of the southern countries and to study in the 
leading musical centers. Of these, perhaps the most famous is 
G. F. H~ndel . He was a lso a follower of Alessandro Scarlatti , 
whose influ ence was, however, neither lasting or profound. Reasons 
for this do ubtless derive from the fact th~t H~ndel was better ac-
quainted with Domenico, and still more important, that H~ndel, al-
t hough only twenty-three years of age, was already a full-fledged 
comp oser with a strong harmonic and polyphonic backg round -- the 
tradition of the protestant church organists. 19 Some of H~ndel 1 s 
most difficult arias are found in t he group of over one hundred 
Italian cantatas (see Chrysander , vols. 50, 51) . His Italian 
set t ings l a ck some of the polish and intimacy that certainly would 
have 20 been p resent if the language had been his own. Alessandro 
Scarlatti's coloratura seems to have an unrestricted f reedom which 
becomes limited in Hlindel's narrower framework . 
l9 Dent, "The Ital ian Chamber Cantatatt, .£.£ • cit., P • 1 9 9 . 
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Among the men to take the Italia n melodic tradition and com-
bine it with the solid Germanic harl!lon ic foundation was J . A. Hasse , 
a student of Alessandro Scarlatti . From his master he l e a rned t h e 
tra it of careful workmanship , e sp e c ially noticeable in his ac c om-
pan iments , and a fee l ing for t h e dramatic in the recitative stro-
mentato . A conformist to the tastes of his genera tion, he was 
neverth eless a n other l ink between the Neapolitan a nd Viennese 
schools . 
~l ith the works of Jomelli, scored for sol o voice and orchestra, 
the cantata surpasses t he do illain of t h e cha mbe r . The voice finds 
its place and co n tinues its supremacy i n the op eras and oratorios; 
the return of the i n timate use of the voice in t he c hamber is des-
tined to wait until the arr ival of the Lied . The violin had learned 
t o sing , and had become the ex ponent of intellectual music demanded 
by the chamber style . 
DOMENICO SCARLATTI 
Relatively few facts are known conc erning the l ife of Domenico 
Scarlatti . Despite this, it is poss i ole to plot a n outline of his 
career . He was born in the colorful city of Na ples, October 26 , 
1685 , surrounded , as Kirkpatrick so vividly describes , by all the 
sounds and sights of the bustling metrop olis . In 1701 he began 
his musical career in the oyal ' hap el at _: a p les , under the direc-
tion of h is father . fhe following year they both journeyed to 
Florence, via Rome; Domenico, h owever , returned to Daples after 
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only a few months' leave . The year 1708 found him in venice, 
studying with Gasparini, and p ossibly Pasquini . He must have re-
turned to Rome late that year, for it was in the fol l owing year 
that the famous contest between Domenico Scarlatti and G. F. H~ndel 
took place at the palace of Cardinal Ottoboni . It was here that 
the Irishman, Thomas Rosengrave, heard Domenico Scarlatti play the 
harpsichord, and it was he , Rosengrave, to wh om Dr. Burney was in-
debted for first-hand information concerning Domenico . 21 
Scarlatti then entered the service of Haria Casimira of Poland, 
for whom he wrote a series of operas for her private theater . He 
remained there until her de parture from Rome . In 1714 he served 
as Kappelmeister to the ortuguese Ambassador, and in 1715 he was 
appointed head of the Chapel at St . -eters , succeeding Bai . It is 
speculated that he made a trip to London in 1719- 1720, when his ill-
fated I arcisso was being produced by osengrave . 
In 1720 Scarlatti travelled to Lisbon to the court of Joao V 
of Portugal, where he was employed as court cembalist and teacher 
of the oyal princess , Earia Barbara . Domenico returned to Italy 
in 1724 , the year before his father's death, and was married in 
Rome in 1728 . The next year he followed the call of his royal 
student , who married the Prince of Astoria, Ferdinand's successor 
to the throne . He returned to Spain , residing first in Seville , 
and removing in 1733 to Madrid . Farinelli , the great castrate , 
21 Charles .Durney , The Present State of ;:usic in France and 
Italy, (London: T . Becke~l771) , PP • 215,~16 . 
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was an indispensible part of this unusual and eccentric c ourt . 
Scarlatti was g iven the title of 11 Cavalier11 in t h e Order of San-
tiago by Jo~o V, to whom he dedicated h is Essercizi per gravicem-
balo. In 1754 Scarlatti left the Spanish court and returned to 
Naples, where he lived until 1758 . 
Scarlatti's operas date from his early years when he was still 
in Italy. The largest portion of his harpsichord works dates from 
his long period of residence in the Spa nish court (1729-1754) . The 
cantatas are less easily placed, but it would se em safe to assume 
that they were written while he was still in Italy . A considerable 
amount has been said concerning the harpsichord works of Scarlatti . 
His vocal works, without good reason, have been neglectea. Whether 
they are of great musical content or not, it is important to delve 
i nto this unexplored area of Domenico Scarlatti's ~omposition to 
obtain a complete picture. The material in the following chapters 
is presented with t his intent . 
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Chapter III 
EARLY CANTATAS FOR VOICE AND CONTINUO 
It is discouraging that so little is known in con~ection 
with the actual conditions for composition and the dates of all 
the Domenico Scarlatti cantatas . Sitwell says that he "wrote, in 
fact, innumerable operas and cantatas during these ten years (1709-
1719), but must have become quickly convinced that this was not 
his bent.
111 
In June 1702, Alessandro and Domenico journeyed to 
Rome and to the court of Tuscany. Kirkpatrick says: 
••• It would appear that a cantata of Domenico's was 
written there; a manuscript copy, i n any case, is in-
scribed 'fatta in Livorno'. This is perhaps the ear-
liest work of Domenico's known to us. 'l'he square-cut 
rhythms of its arias and its relatively colorless re2 
citatives give little intimation of his later style .• 
From these and the few other known facts and comments, it seems 
safe to assume that t hese compositions date from periods of resi-
dence in Naples and Rome . 
In comparison with Alessandro Scarlatti's total output, Dome-
1 Sacheverell Sitwell, ! Background for Domenico Scarlatti, 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1935), P • 47 . 
2 
Ralph Kirkpatrick, Domenico Scarlatti, ( Princeton: Prince-
ton University Press, 1935) , P• 15 . 
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nice's contribution in the solo cantata field seems very small . 
Kirkpatrick lists at least forty-five and presumably most of 
these are for soprano . Th e fol~owing discussion is based on no 
less than thirty of these works , covering the styles of his com-
position . 
The cantatas fall into three categories. The first includes 
mis cellaneous works, i .e. t h ose not grouped in a collection, either 
i n dividual com,Jositions or works found in col lections along with 
cantatas of other composers . Stylistically the works are early, 
characterized by brief, concise arias with comparativel y little 
melodic inventiveness . 
Cantatas of a second, more mature type are found in a manu-
script in the King 's usic Library in London . The tonal scheme 
of these arias is similar to that of inci and h is contemporaries . 
Like the first group , they are scored for voice and continuo alone . 
There are also a number of cantatas for two violins, voice, 
and continuo. These co mprise the c ontent of the third group. 
V'ADO 0 0 LUCI BELLE 
The cantatas in the first category are cast i n s hort , imma-
ture forms . They lack in bot h breadth and depth elements in form 
and style wh ich a ppear later in Domenico S carlat t i's compositions 
Two of the simplest, most concise works , V'adoro o luci belle , and 
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§ pur ~ mia aventura, are housed in the Library of Congress. 
Both of these works are in four parts, but Y'adoro £ luci belle 
is unique in its beginning with an aria and concluding with a 
short recitative. The opening aria is formally compact and har-
manically static, remaining in the tonic key, c minor, nearly 
throughout; the dominant is established only two measures before 
the da ~· The second aria is equally brief -- only twenty-
one measures in length. Although the short form hardly leaves 
time fo'f umch originality , Domenico achieves some variety by in-
verting the direction of the vocal line when the opening phrase 
of the text appears the second time. 
Example 1. 
An eleven measure recitative, which cadences in c minor, closes 
the cantata. 
E PUR PER !UA SVENTURA 
§pur~ mia aventura, a companion piece to the one above, 
opens with a longer recitative, which has a little more harmonic 
movement in the continuo line. This recitative, which cadences 
in g minor, introduces an aria in Bb as compact as those just 
mentioned. 'rhe A section ends in the tonic key and the dominant 
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appears only near the end of B, in time for the da capo return to 
the tonic. In the closing adagio aria (g minor) , as in the final 
aria of Y'adoro £ luci belle, the text setting is varied by slight-
ly different musical mat~rial . 
Example 2. 
Again, it is not the basic quality of the musical line that is 
changed, but only the melodic direction. In both of these works 
"" the harmonic structure is simple, with typical basic harmi.nies 
and the usual expected tonic-dominant functions. '£his structural 
simplicity is accompanied by a total lack of complexity in the 
vocal writing. The final aria, in triple meter, although more 
lyric than the first one, remains comparatively uninteresting. How-
ever it is the only movement of the early cantatas in which a written-
out tempo marking appears. 
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SELVE ~A'IJERNE E .HONTI . 
The opening recitative of Selve caverne ~ monti, a single 
cantata found in the British ·1useum, is slightly more interesting 
with its openi~g downward-moving octave leaps and closing five 
measures in which the movement of the continuo suggests the arioso 
style. 
Example 3. 
Above this continuo movement the voice sings "dove", in a syncopated 
figure. This is a small example of an expressive style which occasion-
ally appears i n later works. 
Example 4 . 
........ 
do--ve. ·- · do- ve 
/" 
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The rhythm of the vocal line of the first aria, marked a tempo 
giusto is derived fro~ the opening four-measure continuo intra-
duction. The aria, however, remains cast in the simple, tonally 
unexpanded form. The rhythmic element serves as a unifying fac-
tor throughout the H section. Likewise, the closing andante 
aria is unified in the same manner, by a melodie figure in the 
continuo. 
Example 5. 
This overworked device helps account for the lack of interest 
'in the work. 
QUANDO PENSO 
VAGO IL CIEL 
The two canta~s found in the Royal College of Husic in 
London are in the same brief forms as those just discussed, and 
search for exciting innovations remains temporarily un-
rewarded. The arias of these two works, however, utilize, in 
varying degrees, a "motto" opening in the continuo. The first 
aria, marked spiritoso, in quando penso exemplifies the use 
of this device. 
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Example 6. 
1/, ill " 
tp; tt,,; l f=m~FEfBll fHta, ... 
The use of this type of opening becomes almost stereotypeo in the 
·longer, presumably later works found in the King's husic Library 
and vienna collectiona. The second aria in the cantata, like 
that of V'adoro £ luci belle and the first in Vago il ~' is 
in 12/8 meter like a siciliana. These are the only three uses 
of this meter that Domenico makes. 
The second aria in Vago il ciel is a curious piece for-
mally. The A section is a complete binary section, yet the whole 
is cast in da capo form. (See appendix II). 
BELLA ROSA ADOP~TA 
Bella ~ adorata, if stylistically dated by the use of a 
now obsolete form, is the more interesting for this. The can-
tata is in R A R A pattern. 'rhe opening da capo aria, marked 
allegro, is exceptional and unique among Domenico's arias. It is 
based on an eight-measure ostinato figure -- a principle of con-
29 




~: t4H n r a I 3 / l n 
~ . ~ 
I 
' t 
. The figure, which suggests a pedal on the tonic, appears seven times 
in the tonic key (A section, c minor), once modulating to the domi-
· nant, and then four times in the dominant key (B section). The 
,second aria, also marked allegro, but in g minor, is closely uni-
fied by literal and non-literal repetitions and alterations of an 
ostinato-like figure in the continuo and voice. The vocal line, 
dictated by the harmonic implications, is disjunct and sometimes 
awkward. The cantata, as a whole, contains some interesting mo-
ments. 
SONO UN ALMA TORMENTATA 
The last aria of this group, ~ ~ ~ tormentata, is the 
only one of these cantatas which is in only t h ree parts, A R A. 
The arias, marked adagio and andante, are both ~ capo and in the 
key of f minor. The opening one proves an exception to the assum -~ 
~ion that all the miscellaneous cantatas are in brief forms. Al-
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though it is still quite limited, it nevertheless predicts the 
expanded form found in the later cantatas. The opening phrase 
of the text is treated on two different tonal levels, a pattern 
from which Domenico never deviates in the works to follow. The 
first presentation of the vocal subject modulates to the minor 
dominant, is presented in the new key with only slight variations, 
and modulates back to the tRnic for the vocal cadence. The B sec-
tion follows the usual harmonic pattern, ending in the dominant 
key in preparation for the da capo return of the A section. This 
.l:j section closes on a melisma with the word 11 amato11 • 
Example 8. 
--~ ---:- _. -- \ 
fji\ u f1 H H q 1 n I r i ' n 11 
-h. lY'I) c ; :e.. - sar. 
Domenico utilizes this device of extending the vocal line of a 
particular word to vary, ornament, and expand in his later arias. 
A fifteen-measure recitative leads to the closing aria, also in 
f minor, which begins with a 11 t::otto11 opening predicting the open-






~···· ,~p ., 
By now it has become obvious that the cantatas discussed 
above could not stand alone to represent Domenico Scarlatti's 
composition in a medium other than the keyboard. Nevertheless 
they laid the groundwork for the compositions to follow, and 
through them it is possible to trace the evolution of his 
compositions in this form. 
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Chapter IV 
LATER CA TAT S FOR VO ICE AND CQJ:;TII\UO 
A group of cantatas scored for voice and con tinuo alone is 
housed in the h ing's ~usic Library in London . This manuscript 
contains twelve compositions . Two of them are cantatas for two 
vo i ces with continuo and do not fall into the category of the ma-
terial discussed . Two more are duplicates of canta tas in the 
Nationalbibliothek in Vienna . Scored for voi ce , two violins , and 
continuo , they will be discussed with other works which fall into 
the same category in the following chapter . The remaining eight 
cantatas provide the material for consideration of the second 
category of Domenico Scarlatti's works . 
The speculation that thes e can tatas 1ere products of a more 
mature mind is based upon the consistent utilization of a more 
mature aria form , hints of which were seen in S ono un alma tor-





The aria generally opens with a " ~otto' ' ritornello; oc-
casionally it b egins directly with the vocal subject. There is 
a modulation, which in most cases leads to the dominant . A ri-
tornello rounds o ff the first section and the musical subject 
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is a gain introduced, this time on the second tonal l evel . The 
words of the text are repeated . This b section is nearly always 
expanded by additional text repetition or extended melodic phrases . 
The A section is closed with a ritornello, always in the tonic key. 
The B section usually begins i n the tonic key, although it 
is sometimes firmly contrasted by a co ~plete change in sty l e and 
key . There is always a modulation to another key at its close; 
the relat i onship varies, but in most instances, t he final cadence 
is in the dominant in preparation for the da capo . The B section 
always incorporates the use of a new phrase of the text . 
From this more expanded tonal approach, Domenico certainly 
would not have reverted to the more primi tive, condensed style of 
the works discussed in Chapter III . There is a new harmonic de-
velopment, a new refinement i n the melodic writing, and more fluid-
it y in the tonal progressions . Another element is present-- a 
more instrumentally idiomatic style of vocal writing . 
SE TI DICESSE UN CORE 
Se ti dicesse ~ ~ opens with the typical da capo aria . The 
vocal subject, fully presented, modulates to the dominant, 
D major (a). The material is then restated (b). It modulates, 
is expanded, and returns to the tonic key for the cadence. The 
means of expanding the musical material that Domenico uses most 
often is exemplified by the florid setting of'piet~t 
Example I. 
Unity is acquired by the repetition of musical ideas. In the B 
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section, this same melismatic flourish of the melodic line serves 
as a setting for the word "dan (ffspirito alla lingua da11 ). The 
closing allegro aria begins with the full vocal subject; it is 




The vocal writing of these cantatas is considerably more 
complex than in the works discussed in the previous chapter. A 
virtuoso command of vocal technique becomes a necessity for per-
formance ·of a coloratura passage such as the one quoted below. 
Example 3. 
~he. CLJY\Q..-
\I-• ~· ~ 
't aHir 'un H j l tttrr~' 
---- - -- ---- ·-- ----
¢ tihfii I u:a j f fORq i fJ I ffttt D I 
The A and B sections of this aria are contrasted not only by 
new text and key, but also by a change in style, meter and tempo. 
,, 
From the G major, duple A section, the B section emerges in g mi-
nor (moderato, 3/8), spelling out the triad in the first measure 
of the voice part. There is a change in the character of the 
vocal line as well. 
Example 4. 
SOSPENDI 0 V~N PER POCO 
Like Se ~ dicesse ~ ~' Sospendi £ ~ ~ poco is also 
cast in the A R A sequence. The first aria opens with a four-
measure introduction. Although not a literal "motto" beginning, 
the vocal line is outlined by the continuo. The first statement 
pr•crceeds in the tonic, and modulates to the dominant. It is then 
repeated, beginni ng on the dominant, is expanded, and finally re-
turns to the tonic key. In the B section there is more contrast 
in the melodic material than in the comparably p~aced aria in 
Se ti dicesse un ~; a new downward-moving rhythmic figure is 
introduced. 
Example 5. 
--------- --- -- ---- -----,-----~-
\ 
'f 
This idea appears twice (the second time a t hird higher), ending, 
in each case, on the t hird inversion of a seventh chord. Both 
times it is followed by a fermata. 
The last aria, like that of ~ ~ dicesse ~ ~' commences 
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immediately with the vocal subject. Again it modulates to the 
dominant, is repeated, expanded, and returns to the tonic, D ma-
# The B section, although in f minor at the vocal cadence, jor. 
closes five measures later with the instrumental cadence in the 
tonic. This section contrasts with the A section in that the 
melodic style is more conjunct. There are no melismatic or 
coloratura passages. 
NO, NON FUGGIRE 0 NICE 
!£,~ fuggire 2 ~ opens with a short recitative of 
nine measures, which is followed by an aria marked andante ~-
tabile. The vocal line is anticipated by the first two lines 
, of the six-measure instrumental introduction. The opening 
phrase of the text is presented in full, and before the two 
final statements of "qual che piet'a", there is a four-measure, 
syncopated statement of these words. 
Example 6. 
f''c.- To.. -- '----
$ ,£gf"Wlrrif l(j J~IDfLID.I 
~' ) \;l .RJ' ti J. ....... --: 
Ill 
,.. 't. ~ 
The modulation at the end of the first tonal level is unusual, 
moving to c minor i nstead of to the dominant. After a three-
measure (abbreviated) ritornello, the voice enters again, in 
c minor . 'l'he expanded b section modulates freely, returns to 
Bb, and closes with a five-measure ritornello. The B section 
is related closely to A by a melisma on the word 1~elt~~ The 
same musical material is used for "piet~" in the foregoing sec-
tion. This time the modulation at the cadence moves to the 
minor key a t hird above, rather than to the do mi nant . 
The recitative (thirteen measures) begins and ends on a 
g minor chord. This is the key of the final aria. -·"arked 
allegro, and in 3/8 meter, t his piece a gain typifies the stan-
dard f orm now used by Domenico Scarlatti. 
An eleven-measure " motto" beginning introduces the vocal 
theme. here is a "false" entrance (four measures) of the vo-
cal line, and the continuo finishes t _.e phrase with a cadence 
i n the tonic key . Then the vo i ce enters with the f ull statement, 
which, during its unfolding , modulates to the dominant . (This is 
the key of the second tonal level) . Th e b section of A commences 
with the same text. It is expan ded , still in the minor dominant 
in fact , over a d pedal . An i nstrumental ritornello rounds off 
the secti on. lhe contrasting aria fol~ows the expected pattern; 




QUAL PENSIER, QUALE ARDIRE 
The aria following the opening recitative of Qual pensier, 
quale ardire is interesting especially because of its character 
and content. The first seven measures (three-measure instrumental 
introduction) are marked adagio. Th . Bb . ese measures, ~n maJor, 
modulate to the dominant. Then with the text "Ah' perfido spie-
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This pattern is repeated and considerably expanded in the last 
allegro section. It is climaxed by an extremely difficult set-
ting of the word ttspietato". 
Example 8. 
w~= 
The clarity of the tonal divisions is less sharp because of the 
constant fluctuation and modulation , but the second level appears, 
without the separation by a ritornello, in g minor. The character 
of the B section of the aria is altered by a new meter and tempo 
marking (3/8, resoluto ~ }?resto). 
The final aria (allegro), in d r.Jinor, begins with a umotto" 
opening. The vocal line is very closely related to the continuo. 
As a result, the "vocal" character of the voice part is lost to a 
disjunct, purely instrumentally idiomatic line. The second tonal 
level is in the relative major. There is a contrast in melodic 
character between the A and B sections, the latter of which is in 
4o 
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a somewhat more conjunct style . 
' FILLE GIA PIU NON PARLO 
Fille gia piu ~ parlo opens with a short eleven-measure 
recitative which ends in B major . i he cantabbile ~i~ aria which 
follows is cast in the now-expected form . Typically, a and b of A 
are set to the same text, and b is expanded, mainly by a melismatic 
passage on the word "goderrt (measures twenty-eight - thirty-five) . 
The B section , although set to new text, does not vary a great deal 
musically . 
The final aria is introduced by a sixteen-measure recitative 
whi ch cadences in Eb . This allegro movement , set in 3/8 like the 
corresponding one in _£ , ~ fuggire, £ Tice , is set in the rela-
tive minor , c minor . Characteristic of most of these later works , 
the writing of the vocal line is disjunct, obviously a result of 
the instrumental derivation . The section contains no coloratu-
ra passages, but the wide intervallic skips provide sufficient 
vocal problems . 
TI RICORDA 0 BELLA IRENE 
A 11 motto11 beginning opens the first aria (moderato cantabile) 
of the cantata Ti ricorda o bella Irene . A complete presentation 
of the vocal material fol l ows . This aria also follows the estab-
l ished tonal patterns . Although still related by melodic fragments, 
the B section shows some contrast . 
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In the final andante aria, Scarlatti avoids the use of a 
"false entrance by beginning with only a brief suggestion of 
the 11 motto11 opening, fol l owed immediately by the full vocal 
statement. The modulation to the dominant and the entrance of 
t he second appe~rance of the vocal theme are so close that a 
def~~~ tive pause is hardly noticeable. The melodic line of the 
' b secti ~n is altered • 
....... 
The phrase is also ext~nded considerably with a melisma set to 
the word 11 pietade 11 • The passage is quoted below in full to 
give a better idea of the difficulties presented in the treat-
ment of the voice part. 
• 
Example 10 . 
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· Notice the alteration of b and b • The B section is related by the 
, triplet figure seen in the above example; it is not varied much me-
lodically. 
CON QUAL COR 
££!! qual_£££ opens with an aria marked moderato e comedo. 
It is introduced not by a "motto" theme but by a rhythmic figu.te 
which remains as the most i mportant unifying element throughout 
the aria, extending also into the B section . 
Example 11. 
;'fo>_ • 
The recitative ends in Bb , the dominant key of the closing al-
legro aria . Again the vocal writing is especially descriptive 
in instrumental terms. In the B section there is considerably 
less coloratura writing. 
DI FILLE VENDICARMI VOR REI 
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The two arias in the final canta ta i n t his group are both 
cas t in the typical form. The cantata, Di Fille vendicarmi vor-
rei (A R A) is unmistakably similar to the others. The arias 
begin with the "motto" ritornelli which present the vocal material, 
and then follow the expected tonal sequences. A single glance at 
the vocal characteristics is enough to make one aware of one fore-
most element. The vocal line is no longer based on the bel canto 
ideal; rather, it is completely dominated by the instrumental 
impetus . 
After even such a brief glimpse at the formal outlines of 
these eight cantatas, it is easy to see that they fall into a 
different category from the ones considered in Chapter III. The 
form of the aria has been expanded and has become bound by a par-
ticular tonal framework. It has settled into patterns which pro-
vide a new solidity . 
Chapter V 
CANTATAS FOR VOICE~ TWO VIOLINS, 
AND CO\TINUO 
The most interesting group of cantatas is found in the col-
lection of the Nationalbibliothek in Vienna . There ar e eight 
cantatas scored f or v oice , t wo violins, and c ontinuo . Formally 
they are t he same as t h os e discussed in Chapter IV . The main dif -
ference lies in the additional i nstrumentation . 
0 QUAL MECO, 0 NICE 
A copy of Q qual ~' £ ~' the firs t work in the group, 
is also found i n the King' s I· usic Library coll ect i on in London . 
The manuscript is in the same hand . The only differences are a 
few additions or omissions of figuration in the con tinuo , and 
abbreviated or fully written- out tempo marking s . The canta ta 
opens with a delightful three - movement Introduzzione alla cantata, 
marked Allegrissimo , ndante cantabile, and Al legro . The D major 
Allegrissimo begins with i mitative treatment of a fi gure which is 
spelled down through the violins and the c ont i nuo . 
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Example 1. 

















The two violins then unite in harmony and finally in unison 
above the continuo. The entire brief movement is based on 
three musical ideas: (a) the opening motive, (b) a syncopated 







In binary form, the tonal sequence is as would be expected. 
Domenico has included written-in piano and forte markings to 
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indicate an echo effect. 
The Andante cantabile, only eleven measures in length, is 
set in the parallel minor, d minor. The Violin I spins a beauti-
ful singing melody over the gently moving bass, with the second 
violin part functioning only as a "filler". 
Example 3. 
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'fhe movement closes with a cadence and fermata on the dominant 
(violin I only), in preparation for the closing 3/8 Allegro 
and the return to ~ major. The most important element of this 
last miniafure movement, which is also in short binary form, is 
the rhythmic vitality generated by the Violin I and the bass 
figure. 'l.'hese figures are not unlike those seen in the compo-
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There are four vocal covements {R A R A). The recita-
tive cadences in G major, the dominant key of the first aria, which 
is marked andante cantabile. The aria opens with a nmotto" state-
ment of the vocal theme, with the Violin II either harmonizing 
with or answering immediately the figures of the first violin. 
When the voice enters, the violins, instead of dropping out, con-
tinue with the voice, eventually spinning around musical fragments; 
this creates a noticeable increase in the texture. There is con-
siderable repetition of the text in order to facilitate the work-
ing out of musical ideas, and the a section of A ends in G major. 
The b section shows a more mature nature and varied handling of the 
vocal material than the earlier discussed works. The direction of 
the line is inverted for variety, but the basic linear character 
remains. This, in addition to the text repetition, serves as a 
unifying factor. The B section is changed in melodic character, 
but it is related by the small melodic fragment (b) (see example 2). 
The closing D major allegro aria (2/4) is introduced by a 
recitative which finally cadences in f# minor . In the matter of 
key, the opening instrumental movement (also in f# minor) is bal-
anced by this concluding aria. A 11 false 11 entrance precedes the 
instrumental ritornello. Two clearly defined motives characterize 
the vocal theme. 
Example 5. 
J r---
The usual modulation occurs and the b section is expanded, as 
would be expected from the earlier discussion. The melismatic 
vocal setting of 11 amanto11 is quoted here in full to show the 
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The tempo indication adagio, over the two closing measures, ap-
pears at the end of the long florid passage. At its conclusion, 
following a fermata, the voice resumes the opening fragment, this 
time with the words nquale ti sono encor11 , a tempo. The section 
ends with a fermata, still in A major. With a reintroduction of 
the op ening vocal figure and a consequent modulation, the A sec-
tion cadences. The B section, in a minor (the signature change 
is indicated) exhibits a marked variation in character; the strings 
are marked piano and indicated to resume forte only at the ritor-
.--. 
nello preceding the da capo. • 
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SE FEDELE TU M'ADORI 
Se fedele ~ ~'adori is considerably shorter, cast in an 
A R A pattern. Dynamic markings appear in the instrumental ri-
tornello which introduces the vocal subject. The B section is 
very brief, only ten measures; this is quite a contrast to the 
length of the A section (fifty measures). A twenty-three measure 
recitative introduces the closing 3/8 allegro aria. This aria 
opens with the first four measures of the vocal line, followed 
by sixteen measures of instrumental ritornello. This ritornello, 
with violins in unison, is not of the "motto" type. It contains 
two melodic fragments utilized later by the voice. 
Example 7. 
The long melisma on the word nvolando" is derived from a figure 
in /the ritornello. This passage is even further elaborated in 
the b section. The material in B is drawn from the A section; 
it is reworked in a series of modulations and finally returns 
to the tonic key for· the dal segno da capo. 
DIR VORREI 
The ritornello opening the first aria of Dir vorrei is 
marked cantabile. The instrumental part is set in disjunct rhy-
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thm in contrast to the more conjunct and lyric vocal line. 
Example 8 • 
. ~ 
These same musical ideas are used throughout the aria as unify-
ing factors. The secco recitative which follows introduces the 
closing A major aria, which is the structural equivalent of the 
last aria of the preceding cantata. The vocal line appears to be 
easy, but closer eKamination reveals inherent difficulties result-
ing from wide range skips and the allegro resolute tempo marking. 
The violin part performs independently, functioning with the 
voice only in the~B section on a thirteen-measure spinning-out 
of the word llpiet'an. 
PUR NEL SONNO ALMEN TAL' ORA 
Like Q qual ~ £ ~' Pur~ sonno almen tal'~ gains 
additional interest by the inclusion of an instru¢ental Intro-
duzzione alla Cantata. In binary form, the movement evolves 
from musical ideas of clearly defined character exposed on dif-
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ferent tonal levels. Fragmentary ex~ples are given here, but 
reference to the complete cantata, found in Appendix II will 
provide a clearer picture. The movement opens in c minor with 
this figure: 
Example 9. 
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and modulates to a new tonal level(E ) using this figure in the 
last two measures of the modulation. 
Example 10 • 
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The second main idea is then exposed. 
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Example 11. 
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All fragments are carefully combined, and the A section, which re-
peats, ends with a cadence in Eb. The second part begins like the 
first, imitatively, and after reworking the given material, returns 
to close in c minor. 
A charming Minuet, with the violins in unison, concludes the 
Introduction. It is in c minor, the key of the first aria. 
The aria opens with an imitative presentation of the vocal 
theme. The b section is in the relative major, Eb, and the direc-
tion of the vocal l~ne, although similar and set to the same text 
as that of a, is inverted. 
The first nine bars of the following recitative are secco. 
Then the strings enter, in thirds, sustained throughout the decla-
mation. The continuo is marked Corda ~· Secco recitative re-
sumes from measure nineteen to twenty-one, when the strings with 
corda sola again resume the accompaniment. A dramatic element is 
added with the figure marked presto, which appears in measures 
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twenty-five, twenty-seven, and thirty-four. 
Example 12. 
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The last aria, marked allegro moderato, is treated in the usual 
manner. 
Pur nel sonno almen ~~~is duplicated in the King 's Husic 
Library collection in London. 
CHE VIBI OH 1 CIEL CHE VIDI 
The recitative accompagnato of~~ 2h 'ciel, ~ ~ 
opens with a rhythmic figure. The phrase appears only at this 
point; its obvious function is to establish a mood corresponding 
to the grave tempo marking. 
~xample 13. 
The words nche vidi oh 'ciel, che vidi11 are sung, then the reci-
tative accompaniment resumes, adagio and piano. The pick-up note 
to measure twenty is marked andante; the last few measures con-
tinue in this tempo and the section closes with a cadence in 
. a minor. An Andante cantabile aria follows in the relative ma-
jor. Note the particularly difficult passage to which the word 
11 pena" is set. 
Example 14. 
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As in the case of the opening recitative, the second one also 
begins in the secco style . In measure nineteen the strings enter, 
sustaining harmonies generally above the vocal line. After an-
other brief secco section, a dramatic effect is obtained by the 
use of ascending forte triplets wnich set t le on a D major chord. 
Example 15. 
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The strings continue, scored in double stops, until the end (seven 
measures). 
Although incredibly difficult vocally, the ensuing aria is 
interesting in t~e treatment of the different thematic fragments. 
The 11 motto" openin g is based on three ideas: two new ones and the 
triplet figure derived from the preceding recitative . 
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Example 16. 
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The vocal part incorporates the first two ideas, the second in al-
~ernation with the strings. The triplet figure is not used in the 
voice pa~t, but is left to be treated solely by the strings. In 
the b section the harmonies are sustained, while the vocal material 
is expanded over a pedal on Bb. 
In the B section, the triplet figure appears in the voice, be-
coming the unifying element between the two parts. B is in 3/8 
meter, marked andante moderato. The triplets do appear in the 
vocal part for a few bars in dialogue in the violin I • 
• 
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A three-measure adagio for voice and continuo alone closes the 
section. 
~IANGETE, OCCHI DOLENTI 
A short recitative opens Piangete, occhi dolenti and pre-
cedes the 01)ening moderato cantabile aria. The melody of the 
instrumental opening anticipates the vocal melody. It is treated 
contrapuntally by the second violin and is even commented upon 
by a downward motive in the continuo. This motive is later in-
... 
corpora ted into the string parts. '.Phe same fragment becomes the 
primary figure of the string parts in the n section . It serves 
mostly as an obbligato melody to the vocal line. The following 
fifteen-measure recitative again alternates recitative secco 
and accompagnato . 
The cantata closes with a 2/4 allegro aria in a minor. The 
vocal line is anticinated in the nmotto11 opening . Overall treat-
ment of the aria form is conventio 1 . Six measures before the 
--=. 
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close of the vocal part of section A, after a fermata, the word 
"morira" is repeated three times with the dynamic marking of 
pianissimo. 
Example 18. 
"'"'"- ..,....... -.A..<A-) 
The opening ritornello rounds off the aria forte, with one two-
measure echo. 
The B section seems fragmented with its short phrases sepa-
rated by fermatae. Again the Eianissimo indication appears with 
the words 11 con le lagrime le sorisse, e poi disse amor pietan. 
TINTE A NOTE DI SANGUE 
Tinte ~ ~ ~ sangue is in the H A R A sequence. The 
first aria is generally typical, but somewhat unusual in the pre-
sentation of the "motto" beginning in the Violon II, while the 
Violin I plays a counter melody above. 
II 
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Example 19 • 
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The b section is less obviously presented, appearing almost as a 
continuation of the a section . The text phrases are inverted and 
the melodic line ornamented . B begins with the same rhythmic pat-
tern and melodic figures as the A section. The effect c f the 
word ttperche" is heightened by use of the fermata. 
In the closing aria Domenico uses the device of alternating 
slow and faster se-ctions. The tempi are adagio and resolute !:, 
presto. The vocal line of the adagio is pre s ented first by the 
strings. Texts of the presto (following the fermata) are set 
consisely and effectively. Roulades in the vocal line of the en-
suing presto section are further examples of instrumental influ-
ence. 'rhe voice is often doubled by the Violin I . 
-.,.. 
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SCRITTE CON FALSO I NGANNO 
A secco recitative opens Scritte ~ falso inganno, the last 
cantata in thi s group . Its first aria is treated in what is now 
typical manner. 
The second recitative also begins secco, but is punctuated 
at its close by interjections from the strings. The instrumen-
tal introduction is discarded and the aria opens immediately with 
the vocal subject. The expected modulation occurs; this time, 
the same text i s utilized, but the vocal material is different. 
The usual melismatic feats or Herculean roulades have been for-
gotten and a brief nine-measure instrumental phrase closes the 
A section. 
At the cadence is a sign and the words "m'a tutto"; this 
indicates a skip to the 2/4 presto section several p ages later 
in the manuscript. A mood of excitement is created by the re-
peated string figure, with alterna ting pianos a r:d fortes ampli-
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At the end o f this section is a da capo indication, and the first 
measure of the 3/4 section is written out. 
This section is contras ted with the previous one by the 
3/4 meter and the andante moderato tempo marking . The p redomi-
nant motive is a triplet figure which appears in the strings and 
in the voice part . The presto follows again at the end of this 
section . 
Although similar in musical form to the cantatas discussed 
in Chapter IV , these works provide additional interest by vir-
tue of the larger instrumentation . The instruments bring with 
them an inherent i ncrease in texture and a variation in color 
from t hose cantatas scored with continuo alone . Because of the 
correlation of musical material , the close relationship of the 
voice and instrumental writing is further emphasized . The voice 
is not treated in its own idiomatic language, but has become in-
tegrated as one of the performing instruments in the composition . 
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Chapter VI 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
THE CANTATAS 
The search for the origin of the texts to Domen ico Scarlatti's 
cantatas still has not been rewarding . There is no reference to 
the poet in the cantatas themselves or i n any information about 
Domenico . The poems are al l written in what would compare to the 
flowery l anguage of the fifteenth century Italian poets . ~ riters 
of t his period received their insp iration an d examp le from the 
novel Arcadia, which app eared in 1480 . 
The author of t his novel was the h eapolitan Sanazzaro , who 
lived during the late fifteenth and early sixteen t h centuries. 
His work depicts and describes t h e Arcadian life -- s h eph erds 
and shepherdess es l ivin g a sin ple, pure and natural life in the 
lap of nature - - a pastoral l ife . Ther e are r eferences to Cl ori , 
i ici, and Tirsi , the las t of whom is a fi gure found i n Poliziano's 
1 Fable of Orpheus . These characters speak i n a very elegent man-
ner ; the poetry is in the style of that fo und i n the thirteenth 
1 P oliziano's work appeared before t hat of S enaz zaro . 
and fourteenth centuries. 
By the eighteenth century, the poetic style had become far 
more sophisticated. ~he texts of Domenico Scarlatti's cantatas 
contain none of this sophistication. The inevitable subject of 
the earlier poets was "love which gives cause for complaint". 
Almost essential was the expression of the unhappy lover . He 
speaks of the cruelty of his beloved, the burning fires which 
rage and leap within him, of the indifference, infidelity and in-
constancy of the woman he loves . He speaks of deceit and is 
filled with jealousy, is dying for love and asks for pity, is 
filled with disillusion , suffering and torment. 
This is the style of the p oetry Domenico Scarlatti utili-
zes for th~ s ettings in his cantatas; he makes references to 
Clori, Fille, Nice , Tirsi and other figures . Although there is 
some variation in the quality and style of musical composition, 
that of the texts is consistent, from the first works through 
the last . It seems to be a reasonable possibility that the 
poems Domenico uses are ones which he has chosen and set, 
and not of his own creation . 
In V' adoro .£ luci belle , the text opens , ''I love your 
eyes ••• "; this is the theme which dominates throughout the 
cantata. He (the poet) praises the star-like eyes which pour 
sweetness over his heart, and reduce him to ashes. He begs them 
to be merciful , and finally declares that he will be happy one 
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day to burn in their light as a butterfly that burns in the rays 
of the sun . There is little or no differentiation in the choice 
of text for the recitatives and the arias, although obviously the 
setting is varied . 
In the cantata ! pur per mia sventura , the poet speaks of 
his sorrow and torment in leaving his beloved . He must depart 
from the most beautiful thing he has ever known, and even the 
greatest gift Heaven could bestow would not make a difference 
because he must leave his soul behind . Finally he states that 
he can deal with all kinds of sufferings , but this one will 
cause him to die . 
The poet of Bella ~ adorata compares his beloved to a 
rose , the adornment of Flora, the goddess of flowers . The refer-
ence to Flora is mythological . It is interesting to consider here 
one of the secular cantatas of J . S . Bach . In his wedding can-
tata, Weichet ~ betrUbte S chatten , Bach makes reference to the 
same mythological figure . In his self- composed text he does not 
rename a specific human individual , but speaks of Floren's power 
and the splendor and beauty with which the fields are adorned . 
In this case Bach makes poetic and mythological allusions and 
does not simply rename an individual with the title of an ancient 
personage . 
The texts of the second group of cantatas are dominated by 
the same themes . The tragic poet in Se ti dice s se un core suf-
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fers in torment because his beloved will not respond . He begs 
her not to be cruel when he speaks of love , for his words are 
evoked by the beauty he s e es with his eyes . How much happier it 
would make him to die in the middle of his sorrows than to be 
driven away . She claims she does not wish to partake of love 
and doe s not want to be loved -- but ahl her beautiful eyes do 
not say it . He finally begs her not to be deceitful ••• how could 
a faithful heart love someone else? ••• he could not live . 
The same pattern iS consistent in the cantatas in the Vienna 
collection . The poet, speaking in Dir vorrei, finds himself in 
a sad predicament indeed . He would like to say • • • but he blushes ; 
he does not dare . He begs Nice to understand -- she could if 
only she would want to . Vlh en he is far from his wandering nymph 
he thinks of telling her a thousand things, but when he is before 
her he cannot make up his mind . He trembles, he blushes , he 
fears ••• and remains silent . In his heart he carries as many 
tongues as are in the sky . But no , he doesn't complain about 
his fate . He pushes himself toward death and has no pity for 
himself . 
The evolution and development that is seen in the musical 
element of the cantatas is not p resent in relation to the poetry , 
the quality and style of which remains consistent . 
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In Domenico Scarlatti's works the musical element obviously 
~ dictates. Certainly he is also aware of the practise of creating 
illusions by pictorial text settings. His handling of the word 
11
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The word "costante", repea.;_ted three times, lingers on c'; the 
effect is emphasized by th~ use of the lower neighboring tone. 
The word "volando11 , from the verb meaning 11 to fly" is set 
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The vocal line soars downward and leaps up repeatedly, finally 
settling at the cadence. This , however , might also be 
cited solely as an example of Domenico's use of coloratura, or 
as his means of expanding musical material. He often sets arbi-
trarily chosen words to similar vocal passages for purely musical 
reasons. 
Another example of his effective text setting has been 
pointed out in Chapter V, Example 18. After a fermata, the 
voice sings "morira11 , three times. Each time it is repeated at 
a slower rhythmic pace, giving a dying-out effect. 
Obvious awareness of a single word is found in the B section 
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of the final aria in the cantata Sono un alma tormentata. Al-
---
though the text is generally set in a syllabic style, the word 
"canto" (sing) is melismatically treated. 
Example 3. 
- +, 
In the cantatas scored for strings in addition to the con-
tinuo, the instruments are sometimes utilized to augment the 
meaning of the text. This is accomplished effectively in the 
presto section of the final aria in Scritte ~ false inganno. 
The marking resolute appears at the onset of the string part. 
The instruments alternate piano and forte in a repeated sixteenth-
note figure, outlining the harmonies over the more sustained "re-
sponde il mio furor" text. (See <.:hap te r V, Example 20) • 
Another instance of the use Domenico Scarlatti makes of the 
instruments to amplify the text can be cited in rur nel sonno 
almen tal' ora. When the poet speaks of the rising blush in the 
face of his beloved, the strings comment with a very brief 
sixteenth-note interjection marked presto. (See Chapter V, Ex-
ample l2)o 
It is unfortunate that there is only a small number of can-
tatas scored with instruments in addition to the continuo. It is 
also unfortunate that the instrumental usage and scoring is not 
more varied . Domenico uses only the two violins, and not with 
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a great deal of originality . There is not the variety of color 
or the extended use of genuine dialogue that is found in the ob-
bligato arias of J . S . Bach. 
Even in Domenico Scarlatti's sparse use of recitativo ~­
compagnato there are no innovations . The sudden interjections 
are theatrical and lack subtlety . 
Although Scarlatti manages to show considerably more ori -
ginality in the arias, the general result affects one quality 
in particular -- the texture . This is obvious simply as a result 
of the increased number of performers and musi cal lines . The most 
important consideration in relation to the instrumenta~idiom is 
the ultimate influence upon the vocal material . 
The instrumental characteristics found in the vocal lines 
have been mentioned before . Two more examples will further 
emphasize the point. The voice part of the opening aria of 
Scritte ~ falso inganno is a literal repetiti on of the instru-
mental material derived from the ritornello, even in regard to 
the ornamentation . 
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Example 4 • . 
I - -----
... 
wr Hlu f r fl2r dtlif®i~I!J. --1 
<:he vu..ol d\'r ~~ -hw N>h So-ho) ~h~ fto-c:h~>--h, ..... «L..e rJo- .... p.,. 
The passage in Che ~ £ ~' ~ ~' quoted below, once more 
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This is certainly no longer the cantilena of the bel canto 
school, but a feat of virtuosity, both in the vertical and 
horizontal sense. The phrase is unbelievably long, many of the 
the intervals entirely unvocal, and the range spans two full 
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octaves . 
Scarlatti's handling of the melodic line in his recitatives 
is much like that of Telemann. The strong declamation present in 
Bach's compositions does not dominate; rather, it has been re-
placed by a less disjunct, more linear vocal movement . Domenico's 
style approaches Moza~t's but never reaches that degree of refine-
ment. Ready exception to the less disjunct char~cter may be point-
ed out in the opening of Selve, caverne ~ monti , but this is the 
exception rather than the rule. 
Domenico uses the arioso, but in a very limited way. The 
opening recitative in Bella rosa adorata closes with a brief 





' \ u · ... 
Neither the lyricism nor the spontaneous outbursts found in 
Bach's cantatas are present in Domenico's works. The following 




The melodic treatment in the arias has already been con-
sidered at length, but a further comment should be made in re-




tatas there is considerable lack both in originality and pure 
vocal structure. Phrases are generally short and almost blunt. 
Those in Bella rosa adorata and Bono un alma tormentata begin to 
become more fluid, but they are governed by the formal element 
(such as the ostinato figure) or the harmonic structure and are 
often awkward or uncomfortable. 
Although not always 11 vocal11 froE:.. the singer's point of view, 
the arias found in the later cantatas take on a new character. 
Melodic lines are usually long, clear, and well balanced. They 
make much more musical 11 sense11 than many of the earlier, seemingly 
contrived phrases . 
Rhythm becomes another important element in the more developed 
works. The instrumental impetus is again evident. 1~ost used of 
all the devices is syncopation. Se fedele ~ ~'adori opens with 
such a figure in the introduction, which is then repeated in the 
vocal line. 
Example 9. 
• tf. tsf n ·fif f n )) ll tBr ml fi{ j }j ~~ t I 
Sc.. f-.-de. - la.. """"' m' ev-A"_,:, J s-... p~t\'" "'~ I~~ .L'"~ J ~ me"'"'-
Syncopation is also characteristic in his early works. In both 
of the examples b~low, Bella rosa adorata (a) and Bono un alma 
• 
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tormentata (b) the syncopation is most obvious in the continuo 
part. 
Example 10. 
Occasionally Domenico relies upon a single rhythmic figure to 
serve as an unifying element throughout a section or an aria. 
Examples of this have been mentioned before. 
As a rule, Scarlatti refrains from the use o£ contrapuntal 
devices. Except for an occasional suggestion of dialogue be-
tween continuo and voice, the early cantatas are devoid of this 
element. The implication is not that he avoids the use of imi-
tation, for certainly that is present in most of his composi-
tions, but literal, scholarly contrapuntal writing is absent. 
It would seem more logical to find counterpoint in the 
compositions scored with strings in addition to the continuo; 
the increased number of musical lines would make this more 
feasible. To be sure, it does appear, even if in a somewhat 
limited way. Strict imitation is allowed only in the opening bars 
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of a movement , if at all. ~erhaps the clearest examples are in 
the instrumental op enings of Q qual ~ 2 Nice, and~ nel sonno 
almen tal' ~' mentioned i n the previous chapter. Generally, in 
the arias of these compositions t h e con trapuntal writing is limited 
to relegation to a second line (counter to the vocal line) which 
at all times fills a primarily harmonic need. This, of course, 
o nl y emphasizes further the solidity of a purely harmonic bass . 
The earliest cantatas are v e ry limit ed i n terms of harmonic 
language. ossibilities remain unexplored and the rang e of expres-
sian is generally con fined to basic and secondary harmonic functions. 
This is made obvious by examining only the opening aria of V'adoro 
o luci belle. Most variation is made by t h e interchange of the 
major and minor modes. A typical harmonic sequence is the follow-
ing of a ~ c hord by one in the first inversion. 
Interest aroused by the early cautatas is primarily his-
torical. In Bella rosa adorata there is some advancement (see 
Chapter III). Here the harmonies are determined by the pattern 
of the ostinato. Hut more interesting dissonances occur in 
Sono ~ alma tormentata; they are created by the use of delayed 
resolutions of suspensions and appoggiaturas in the vocal line. 
The harmonies are more experimental and Scarlatti sometimes 
uses chromatic alterati Jns . The o p ening measures of the vocal 
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The augmented fourth intervals in the vocal line are dictated by 
the harmonies. ~ote the non-harmonic tone on the final syllable 
of 11 tormentata" and the immediate skip to an eb, changing the mode 
suddenly from the preceding measure. The delayed resolution on 
"dolor11 is doubtless set as an amplification of the text. 
Example 12. 
eli <!.<J- \or . Gl' 
-#' 
I I ,. ~~ w ., 
. i -~ 
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The harmonic language in the cantatas found in the London 
and viennese collections is a more solid, mature one. It is ob-
vious that Domenico Scarlatti has settled into the conventional 
harmouic patterns of the new generation -- that of the early 
classics. The phrases, longer than in the early cantatas, give 
a general impression of more stability. The modulations are far 
less crude and abrupt. Furthermore, he employs the use of se-
quential repetition. 
Example 13. 
Another ex~ple which shows his more developed approach to harmonic 




This progression of an upward or downward scale line in 
the bass is not unusual. A further example may be cited in 
Pur nel sonno almen tal' ££!• 
Example 15. 
Domenico Scarlatti's recitatives lack a variety of har-
monic interest. They have none of the chromaticism that is 
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the other hand , they present challenging new material for the more 
advanced performer to add to his repertoire . 
CONCLUSION 
In Chapter I of this paper , the evolution of the solo 
cantata was traced, from its early tentative beginnings through 
its solidification by Alessandro Scarlatti , the great master 
of this medium. Comp osers of the first half of the eighteenth 
century, including Domenico , his son , were dealt with in Chapter 
II . Although most of these men fell into the shadow created by 
Alessandro's genius , they nevertheless contributed to the his-
tory of music by writing cowpositions in this form, even after 
its ngolden age" . In their works is evidenced the obvious in-
fluence of a new concept ; the influence of the new generation 
of symphonists, with their growing concept of tonal patterns, 
crept into the realm of vocal compositions . 
This evolution of a new formal pattern is also evidenced 
in the cante.tas of Domenico Scarlatti . Although most of his 
early works are musically uninteresting and often awkward, his 
later works show a sure hand and a maturity of con cept. Most 
of the cantatas are scored for voice and continuo alone; some 
of them include two violins in addition to the continuo accompani-
ment . The arias are cast consistently in da capo form, with the 
vocal subj ect of the section presented on two different, but 
related, tonal levels. ihe use of counterpoint, present in the 
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works of earlier composers , is almost totally absent in Domenico ' s 
compositions . He belongs to the younger generation of writers , 
whose works are harmonically oriented . 
Another important element is present in the cantatas of 
Domenico Scarlatti and typical of his generation ~ the ideal of 
the bel canto school has been laid aside . Instead , the vocal 
parts have acquired the character of a nother instrumental line , 
and the voice , a s a separate entity, has disappeared . 
Thi s brief introduction to the sol o cantatas of Dome n ico 
Scarlatti should serve only as a beginning for further research 
into the field . fhose canta tas for more than one voice have 
not even been considered , and neither have the works for voice 
other than soprano . Dorme la ~' Onde della mia ~' and 
! '~i Clori and other cor.p os i tious listed by Halph Kirkpatrick 
have not y e t been loc ated . Films of five cantatas , Ah sei troppo 
infelice (Bologna) and four recently received from ~Unster have 
as yet to be transcribed and also are not i ncluded here . 
Perhaps these works do not merit the greatest laurels for 
originality and compositional i ngenuity, but they most be con-
sidered a s a part of Domenico Scarlatti ' s total output, and are 
examples of a medium of his composition wh ich has previously 
been ignored . Counting of measures or naming tonalities and 
forms cannot recreate the aural experience . It is hoped that 
these works , especially the later, more developed ones, will 
find themselves included in chamber music programs in the 
near future . 
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Works referred to in body of t nesis: 
London, British Huseum: 
Selve, caverne ~ manti , sop. & cont . 
London, King's Music Library: 
Se dicesse un core, sop . & co n t . 
~ nel sonno almen tal'~, sop . , two violins, and cont . 
~ospendi £ ~ per poc o , sop. & cont. 
No, non fuggire £ Nic e, sop. & c ont . 
gual pensier , sop . & cont. 
Fille ~ia piu ~ parlo, sop. & cont. 
Ti ricorda o bella I r ene, sop. & cont . 
gon sual ££!' sop . & cont . 
Q gual ~ ~ cangiata, sop . , two violins, and cont. 
Di FiJle vendicarmi vorrei, sop. & con t . 
London, Library of the Royal College of Music: 
quando uenso , sop . & cont . 
Vago il ciel, sop. & cont . 
Naples, Biblioteca del Conservatorio di San Pietro 
a l"laiella: 
Bella rosa adorata, sop . & cont . 
Sono ~ alma tormentata, sop. & cont . 
Vienna, Nationalbibliothek: 
Eight cantatas for sop . , two violins and con to 
Q sual ~' o Nice 
Se fedel~ tu m'adori 
Dir vorrei 
Pur nel sonno almen 
Che ~' oh ~ 
? iangete , occhi dolenti 
~inte ~ note di sangue 
Vienna, Nationalbibl iothek (cont . ): 
Scri tte ~ false i 1"ganno. 
Washing ton, Library of Congress: 
~ pur ~r mia sventura, sop . & cont . 
V'adoro o luci belle, sop . & c ont. 
Other cantatas that have been located: 
Berlin, Deutsche Staatsbib liothek: 
Do~ ~ ~' sop . & cont . 
Onde della mia Nera, sop . "' con t. 
Bologna, Biblioteca del Licea ~usicale: 
~h sei tropEo infelice , so p . & cont. 
MUnster, Bibliothek des Bisch~fl. Pries terseminars: 
~ PUEille bel~, s op ., t wo v i olins a nd con t. 
Che Eretendi 0 tiranna, sop . & co nt. 
Tu mi chiedi 0 mio b en, s op . t': co n t . 
--
Bell e J2U]2ille ~' sop . & c on t . 
Del tirr eno a le s nonde, s o p . & con t. 
Cantatas listed by I'irkpatrick whi ch hav e n ot yet been located 
by the present writer: 
Berlin , Preussische Staa tsbibliothek : 
!'amai Clori t'amai, vo i ce ~ cont. 
Brussels, Bibliotheque ~u Conservatoire: 
Two cantatas 
Florence, Biblioteca del ~onservatoria: 
A canta ta in a v o lume, 11Stravaganze11 
Padua, Biblioteca ntoniana: 
Deh che fate £ mie Eunille 
Quando miro il vostro foco 
Rimirai la rosa un di 
--- -- -
Paris, Biblioth'eque Nation ale : 
Al fin diviene a mante 
/ 
Paris, Bibliotheque ~e L'Arsenal: 
Can tatas 
Parma, Biblioteca Palatina , Sezione 1usicale (housed 
in the Conservatorio Arrigo Boito): 
Ninfe belle ~ voi pastori, s op . & cont. 
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